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Message From The Faculty

Is YOGA just an excercise?
How to get rid of stress?
“ A situation becomes stressful only when
you compulsively react to it”
When people often ask questions on how to
manage stress, many do not understand the
confusion behind this question. Why would
you manage stress? We manage things that are
precious to us like our wealth, business, family.
This concludes that often people think stress is
a part of their lives.

Dear students,
The road to success does not happen overnight.
Whether they are already or small, your everyday
actions, activities and encounters ultimately determine your success. It comes when passion, patience
and perseverance are combined. To be successful
you have to invest your time in your goals which
could be done by preparing a good timetable. Time
is the most valuable asset of anyone’s life and it is
very important to figure out how to
invest it.
College is the place where they see their potential of
their when no one else can. A teacher is the one who
will help you to become a better person and an informed one.
Our college has been shining with good efforts of the
institution and passout with flying colours.
All I want to say is to be kind and good to
people you meet on your way. Allow the
words of your elders to guide you as you
journey on to greatness. Dream big and be
optimistic about whatever you are doing.
You have to water it every day so that it will
yield you the success you want in future.
Goodluck
G. Srinivas Rao
Maths Faculty

The primary thing to understand is that stress
is not part of your life. It is just an inability to
manage your own system. It is just an inability
to manage an inner situation and not the outer
situation. Stress happens not because of the nature of your activity/job. The leaders our complaining of stress, every other person is complaining of stress due to their job. But if you get
fired from that job will it be wonderful for you?
It is just that you do not know how to manage
your body, mind and thoughts. What is stressful
to one person, it may be wonderful to the other
isn’t it? The quality of life does not change with
the content of our lives but context of life. The
first and foremost thing to do is to make a human being peaceful and joyful. The best way to
do this is to practice yoga. If it is done properlysince yoga is subjective, miracles will happen.

Hatha Yoga and Asanas
What is Hatha Yoga?
Hatha Yoga is a preparatory process of Yoga.
The word “ha” means sun, “ta” means moon.
“Hatha” means the Yoga to bring balance
between the sun and the moon in you, or the
Pingala and Ida in you. You can explore Hatha Yoga in ways that take you beyond certain
limitations, but fundamentally, it is a physical
preparation – preparing the body for a higher
possibility. To put it simple- For every different level of consciousness or mental and emotional situation that you go through, your body
naturally tends to take certain postures. The
converse of this is the science of asanas. If you
consciously get your body into different postures, you can also elevate your consciousness.

Asana is a posture. There are innumerable
postures your body can take. Among these,
certain postures have been identified as

“yoga asanas” . Some best Asanas include :
•
•
•
•

Savasana (corpse pose)
Viparita Karani (Legs up the wall)
Baddha Konasana (Cobbler’s pose)
Suryanamaskaras (12 poses)

Myths About Yoga
1) YOGA COMES FROM HINDUISM

Yoga is Hindu just the way gravity
is Christian. Just because the law
of gravity was propounded by Isaac
Newton, who lived in a Christian culture, does it make gravity Christian?
Yoga is a technology. Anybody who
is willing to make use of it can make
use of it.

2) YOGA IS SOMETHING YOU PRACTICE
EVERYDAY MORNING AND EVENING
Yoga is not something that you do
morning-evening. It is a certain way
of being. One must become yoga. If it’s morning-evening yoga, the rest of the time entanglement
– this is not yoga, this is only yoga practice.
There is no aspect of life which is excluded
from the yogic process. If your life becomes
yoga, then you can do everything. You can run
your family, you can go to the office, you can
run your business, you can do whatever you
want without any problem if your way of being
becomes yoga. Every aspect of life, either you
can use it to entangle yourself or to liberate
yourself. If you are using it to entangle yourself, we call it as karma. If you are using it to
liberate yourself, we call it yoga.

3) YOGA IS A FITNESS EXERCISE
A different dimension of fitness – yes – you get
health out of it, but not six-pack abs. If you are
doing yoga to burn calories or tone up your
muscle, obviously you are doing improper yoga,
there is no question about that. For abs, you
can go to the gym. Yoga needs to be practiced
in a very subtle, gentle way, not in a forceful
muscle-building way, because this is not about
exercise.
“With Yoga not only your body should
become flexible. Your mind, thoughts and
above all your consciousness should become
flexible”

-Sadhguru
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TIME LIKE NO OTHER!!
Yes! It’s a time like no other! Almost
after a hundred years later. In December 2019 a novel virus called
Covid 19 resulted in the outbreak of a
respiratory illness known as Coronavirus. Such a big description, but this
scripting is not enough to describe
what’s happening around the world.
Covid 19 has swiftly influenced our
normal day-to-day life. Affecting
our mental health, nearly half of
the world’s billion workforces are at
threat of losing a life. The pandemic
has been affecting the food system
and has been preventing farmers
from accessing markets, including
for buying and selling their products,
and agricultural workers from harvesting crops. But we not only had
some negative impacts, we learned a
lot from this pandemic like

M. Vaishnavi
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1. Human health and the health of
the planet through together.
2. Neither military power nor wealth
can stop the global spread of covid
19.
3. Self-care is not self-indulgence.
Last but not least, this era is called
â€œTHE COVID ERAâ€ . It is not
only the worst phase in one’s life but
on other hand, it taught us that technology plays an important role. How
to face problems no matter how hard
the times are. Never give up!!
S. Sanjana (JL-2)

THE SECRET OF SUCCESS

If a teacher is wise,
Then he can make a student
rise.
A teacher should always be
bold,
Then he can make students
like a polished gold.
A teacher should be like this
beautiful nature,
Who makes the students realise their mistakes and
makes them a better citizen in
future.
A teacher should be like a sea
diver,
Who always finds out the mysterious things in a student
and makes them mensanely
clever.
If a teacher is like a good
friend,Then he can change the
student like a new trend

